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Visit XperioUV.com and click on “Technology” to view the Xperio UV 
polarized sun lens online demonstration tool.  
 

By moving the “slider” over the image, you can demonstrate for your patient 
the difference that Xperio UV polarized lenses make in four unique situations 
(Outdoors, Road, Beach and Pool). Furthermore, by switching out the colors 
at the bottom, your patient can experience the view through all available 
colors.  
 

This tool is a very effective way to demonstrate to your patients the benefits 
of Xperio UV polarized sun lenses. 
 

XperioUV availability charts and colors accessible at usoptical.com/
document-center 

Ray-Ban® Authentic Essilor ® Special Edition New Material Extensions 

Just in time for summer, we are excited to announce that your patients have even more material options with Ray-Ban® Authentic 
lenses—now available in 7 new sun colors, Transitions® GEN8 Brown and Style Colors and a select Thin&Lite® 1.74 assortment.  

In addition, Essilor has launched Eyezen® Kids, a new kids design compatible with Ray-Ban youth optical frames.  
Eyezen Kids is currently available exclusively for Ray-Ban® Authentic Essilor Special Edition. 

Visit the Ray Ban Authentic Essilor Special Edition folder  
in our Document Center at usoptical.com for more info. 

NEW MATERIALS:  
 

• Transitions® GEN8 Brown 
 

• Transitions® GEN8 Style Colors:  
 

 Amethyst 
 Sapphire 
 Amber 
 Emerald 

 

• Thin & Lite® 1.74  
 

 Essilor SV 360 
 Eyezen designs 
 Varilux® X Design 

 

• 7 SunRx colors available for Sun-Xtra designs  
 

 Solid Blue (non-polarized)  
 Solid Indigo (non-polarized)  
 Solid Violet (non-polarized)  
 Green Silver Mirror (non-polarized)  
 Chromance Purple Mirror Gold Gradient  
 Chromance Brown Mirror Gold Gradient 
 Chromance Silver Mirror Silver Gradient 

 

NEW DESIGN:  
 

• RB Eyezen® Kids with Essential Blue Series®  
 

 Available with Transitions® Brown, Gray, G-15 
 No Glare options:  RB Crizal® Rock™ or RB Crizal Sapphire® 360° UV 

Helpful Polarized Demonstration Tool at XperioUV.com 
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Tinting Requests on Rx Orders 

For the fastest service, we kindly ask 
that tint requests are limited to more 
standard colors that are readily 
available. Requests to match tints 
exactly are more challenging due to 
many factors including the difference in 
materials, absorption rates and 
backside hard coats. The result will be a 
“best possible” match scenario given 
these factors. CR-39 still remains the 
best option for the darkest tint.  
 

It is NOT advisable to tint over 
Transitions lenses. We cannot 
guarantee the performance from 
Transitions lenses that have been tinted 
over. Likewise, we do not advocate 

tinting over polarized lenses. The heat from the tint bath damages the polarization film resulting in delamination.  
 

Lastly, custom tint jobs will incur longer service times. Please ensure that you are setting a reasonable expectation with 
your patient for tinted Rx orders. 

Transitions Virtual-Try-On Lets Patients Try Before They Buy 

Transitions has launched their “Virtual-Try-On”—an easy-to-use tool to 
show your patients the various color options available for Transitions 
lenses, allowing your patients to try before they buy! 
 

Patients have the opportunity to “try on” both the classic Transitions 
lenses in grey and brown, and also the fashion-forward Transitions Style 
Colors to see how they look on their face.   
 

The tool is accessed either with a smartphone or on computer with a 
webcam. Visit transitions.com/en-us/virtual-try-on, then pick from 14 
different frame styles and the range of Transitions lens colors: grey, 
graphite green, brown, emerald, sapphire, amethyst, or amber   
 
After choosing a color, the virtual glasses will  automatically progress from 
clear to the activated color, or can be “activated”  using the slider under 
the picture. You can also snap a picture which shows 4 different activated 
states of the lens. 
  
This tool is very user friendly and an easy way to help boost 
your Transitions capture rate, ultimately boosting your overall sales! It’s 
fun and it lends itself to some fun marketing campaigns on your social 
media.  

Visit transitions.com/en-us/virtual-try-on 


